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Abstract
This bibliography records publications of the late Per-Olov Löwdin.

Dedication
This bibliography is dedicated in fond memory of, and to, Per-Olov Löwdin (28 October 1916 – 6 October 2000): advisor, alpinist, friend, host, leader, linear algebraist, mentor, musician, role model, scientist, and teacher of a great many of us in his extended scientific family.
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**Löwdin** [MRH10, Mei03, Mez97, Mor78, NSS12, NA12, NS04, Ohn76, ÖSB01, OS20, Pan82a, Pan82b, Pan83, Pan84, Par66, Per12, RSS08, SB02, Sce06, Sce09a, Sco73, SPH14, SG14, SW92, ST05, Ste77, Sut02, Suz84b, Suz85, Suz90, Suz92, ST14, SM13, Tch99, VB75, VBHG95, WJ12, WW76, WS81, WS82, dA12, WS92, Boy04, Boy05, Rei04a, Rei04b]. **Löwdin-[MC12]**. **Löwdin-alpha** [MC11a]. **Lower** [LL68, Löw65a, Löw65m, Löw66b, LL70, Re76, Löw66c, Löw69a, Gra77, Löw65k, Löw65l]. **Lying** [MY04].

**Macromolecular** [Mez97]. **Macromolecules** [Lad76]. **Madelung** [AK02]. **Magnetic** [JL87, KD04b]. **Man** [Löw74c]. **Manifolds** [TL81, LAS99, TL82]. **Mäniskan** [Löw74c]. **Many** [Dau76, Lin04, Löw59b, Löw62i, Löw80c, Löw83d, LÖS85e, LÖS85c, LÖS86e, LÖS86c, Löw87a, Löw87b, Löw87c, Löw88e, LFM89a, LFM89b, Löw07a, Löw07d, Lun76, Mic76, Löw53a, Löw55b, Löw55c, Löw63i, LSZT90, Roh00]. **Many-Body** [Lin04, Löw80c, LÖS85c, LÖS86c, Mic76]. **many-center** [Löw53a]. **Many-Electron** [Dau76, Löw59b, Löw62i, Löw07a, Löw07d, Lun76]. **many-fermion** [LSZT90]. **Many-Particle** [Löw85d, Löw87a, Löw87b, Löw87c, Löw88e, LFM89a, LFM89b, Löw07a, Löw07d, Lun76]. **March** [LS78, LÖ78, LÖ79, LÖ79, LS80, LÖ80, LÖ81a, LS81a, LS81b, LÖ81b, LÖ82c, LS82b, LS82a, LÖ82a, LÖM83, LŽ83c, LZ83a, LŽS84a, LŽS84b, LŽS84c, LÖS85c, LÖS85e, LÖS85f, LÖS85g, LÖS85d, LÖS86c, LÖS86d, LÖS87d, LÖS87c, LÖS87b, Löw88h, Löw88g, LÖS88d, LÖS88c, Löw90k, Löw90j, Löw91q, Löw91p, Löw92p, Löw99c, Löw993, Löw93g, Löw95i, Löw95j, Löw96e, Löw96f, Löw97b, Löw97c, Löw99b, LÖS00, ML83b, Ö83, ÖSZL87]. **Maria** [Löw74b]. **Marine** [LÖS87b, Löw88h, Löw88g]. **Marine-Biological** [LÖS87b]. **Marineland** [LÖS85e, LÖS85c, LÖS85d, LÖS86e, LÖS6, LÖS86c, LÖS86d, LÖS87d, LÖS87c, LÖS87b, Löw88h, Löw88g,
LÖ79, Löw80d, Löw80e, LÖ80, Löw81a, LÖ81b, Löw83a, LÖM83, Löw83e, Löw83d, LSZ84a, LHZ84, LÖSZ85e, LÖSZ85c, LÖSZ86e, LÖSZ86c, LÖSZÖ89, Löw91a, Löw91j, Löw92p, LÖSZ93, Löw94e, Löw95i, Löw95k, Löw96e, Löw97b, LÖSZ98, Löw99a, LÖSZ99, LÖS00, Mic76, ML83b, Öö83, PdHL62a, PdHL62b, FMPM+14, FWMZ11, JBW87, Löw62d, Löw86e, MK08, MK09, MC09, MČ10a, MČ10b, Tch99, Buc65, Gra65, Kle66b, Kle66a, Sel65.
Molecular-Orbital [DDH75, Dog77, Löw53b].
Molecule [HL76, JP76, Las76, Laz04, Löw65h, Löw07b, Löw86e, Sut02].
Molecules [BCA04, Gos76, Hof67, KS88, KD04b, Löw51d, Löw51e, LFH55, Löw60b, Löw62h, Löw80i, Löw89c, Löw89b, Mak81, Mal04, Sla76, CSHM04, GLA+08, Löw53a, Löw66h, LL51].
Moments [Löw51b].
Momentum [KS76, Löw64d, Löw73b, Cro77].
Monovalent [Löw66d].
Moral [Löw85h].
Motion [LL72, Löw62f, Löw68k, LG71, Löw85g, Löw91j].
Mott [Lar04].
Mountains [Ohn76].
MR [Suz87].
Mulliken
[Löw65f, Löw65g, BKNS91, CSHM04, KSM87, KS88, LP64, Kle66b, Kle66a].
Multi [JW89].
Multi-Center [JW89].
Multicenter [Jon88].
Multiconfigurational [MY04].
Multidimensional [LG71].
Mutagenesis [Abd76].
mutasii [KK867].
Mutation [Löw65d, FWMZ11, KKS67].
Mutations [Löw64e, Löw65h, Löw07b, RG76, Kry02].

N [MY04, MY04].
Nágot [Löw91s].
National [Löw47b, Löw48b, Löw49].
Natural [HNLD63, HL65, LS55, LS56, Löw70d, Löw84, Löw86f, Löw87a, Löw87b, Löw87c, Löw95g, Löw97d, Löwxxc, RS76b, SL59, AM12, CSHM04, HL59, Lev76, Löw55b, NA12].
Nature [Löw55a, Löw67e, Löw81a, Löw85a].
near [JBW87].
Netherlands [Boy05].
News [FMPM+14].
Niveaux [LS54].
NMR [VBHG95].
NMR-Spectra [VBHG95].
Nobel
[Löw78c, Löw80c].
Non [Del76, Löw50b, Löw68e, Löw91k].
Non-Orthogonality [Del76, Löw50b, Löw68e, Löw91k].
Nonadditivity [MH04].
Noninteger [MC11b, MC12].
Nonmetallic [Löw62a].
nonorthogonal [YE81].
nonorthogonality [Löw70b].
Normal
[Löw62f, Löw72a].
Norway [Löw69c].
Note
[Löw61a, RSS08, Löw50a, LS51, Löw51c, Sco73, LCÖ84].
November
[Löw80a].
NSO’s [Löw63a].
NTH [Löw69c].
Nuclear
[JP76, Löw91], MC09, MČ10a, MČ10b, MČ12].
Nuclei [Laz04].
Numbers
[MC11b, MC12].

Numerical
[BS76, Heh76, Löw51a, Löw51e, ST05, Bout05, Löw48e, LS51, Löw52].

O [Ahl83, Kle66b, Kle66a, Kön68, Kut67b, Kut67a, Löw87c, Rou00, CPR04, Sut02].
O. [Bos83, CG77, Gor84, Jan77, SG14].
Obituary [Löw73c].
Objectivity [Löw75a, Löw75g, Löw92r].
observations [Sut02].
Occasion
[BDL+94].
Occurrence [Löw85d, Löw88e, LFМ89a].
occurring [LL51].
October
[HDK72, Lin03, Löw80a].
Öhrn [BDL+94, LSZ+99b].
Olov
[Boy04, Boy05, Büc65, Gra65, Hof67, Kor79, McL81, Par66, Rei04a, Rei04b, Sel65, Ano02, BK04, CGLO76a, CGLO76b, COM89, FG76, Hal04, Kar02,
Lin93, LöS02, Lin93, Löw76a, Man76, Ohn76, ÖSB01, OS02, SB02. 
Om [Löw91i, Löw91s]. One [MC11b, AM12, MC09, MÇ12]. one-body [AM12]. One-Center [MC11b, MC09, MÇ12]. ONIOM [MRH10]. ONIOM-based [MRH10]. Open [CPR04]. Open- [CPR04]. Opening [Löw80f]. Operator [BL69, Löw62j, Löw63b, Löw65i, Löw67i, Löw93f, VB75, WS81]. Operators [FL57, FL83, Kil69, Löw64d, Löw72a, Löw82c, LFM89b, Löw93f, Löw96h, Löwxxd, Löwxxa, Cro77, Löw63i, Pan82a, Pan82b, WS82]. Optimal [Mak81]. Orbit [Kil69, Löw64b]. Orbital [ABD04, DDH75, Dog77, LB76, LCLL73, LAS99, Löw53b, Löw54c, Löw65f, Löw65g, PdHL62a, PdHL62b, AK02, CRE79, FMPM14, JH15, MK08, MK09, MC09, Suz92]. Orbitals [Gos76, Har76, HL65, Jon88, JWL89, Kle66b, Kle66a, Lin04, Löw54b, LS55, LS56, Löw64g, Löw87a, Löw87b, Löw87c, MC11b, RS76b, SL59, AM12, Bou05, Buc65, Gra65, HL59, Jon91, Lev76, Löw55b, LP64, MÇ10a, MÇ10b, MÇ12, NA12, Sel65]. Order [BS76, LL68, LöS82a, SPH14, Lev76, Löw52, Löw86i]. Orders [KSM87, KS88]. Ordinary [McI76, Löw52, Löw55c]. Organic [Löw84, Löw91m, JBW87, Kry02, Löw87c, AK02]. Orthogonal [LD89, WJ12]. Orthogonality [Del76, Löw50b, Löw68e, Löw91k]. Orthogonalization [AJA75, Del76, KS73, Mak81, RSS08, AEG80, BM86, JH15, LAS99, May02b, NSS12, NS04, Sco73, Ste77, SM13, WJ12]. Orthonormal [ACL73]. Orthonormalization [Löw93b, Mor78, Sch77]. Osäkerhetsrelationerna [Löw91i]. osnovanii [KKS67]. Osvaldo [McL81]. Other [Löw92i, Jan77]. Our [Löw97d]. Overlap [ABD04, Ber76, BJ76, Dog77, HM01a, HM01b, JP76, LÖ76, LPdH60, MC11b, Jon92, MK08, MK09, Pan83]. overlapping [WJ12].

P [Ahl83, Kle66b, Kle66a, König8, Kut67b, Kut67a, Löw87c, Roo00]. P-O [Roo00]. P [Bos83, CG77, Gor84, Jan77, SG14, Sut02]. P-O [Ahl83, Kle66b, Kle66a, Sut02]. P-O [Bos83, CG77, Gor84, Jan77, SG14]. pages [Ahl83]. Pair [FL83, Löw83c, KKS67]. Pairing [Löw91n, HM01a, HM01b, Kry02, May10]. Pairs [Abd76, Dog77, KJL87, Kry02, Löw61a]. Palm [LS80, LS81a, LS81b, LS82b, LS82a, LÖ82a, LSZ3c, LSZ3a, LSZ84b, LSZ84c]. Panel [Löw84]. Paper [Löw66d, Löw88a, LZ92, LZ94, ZL94, Löw50a, Löw87c, LZ91]. Papers [Löw80a, MTK06, Löw69c, Sce08, Sce09b]. Parallel [Löw87e]. Parameter [Har76, Löw64l, SW92, CD04, WS92]. Parameter [Löw88a]. Parr [Löw88a]. Part [ML83b, Ö83, LSZ3c, LSZ98d, Löw51d, Löw51e, Löw58d, Löw88e, LFM89a, Löwxxa, ML83a, ÖL83, OS02]. Partial [DDH75, Dog77]. Participants [Löw76a]. Particle [Löw68a, Löw68b, Löw85d, Löw87a, Löw87b, Löw87c, Löw88e, LFM89a, MH04, FMPM14, Löw55b, Löw55c, Löw55d, Löw63i, Löw69b, LFM89b, Roo00, Löw07c]. Particles [Löw66g, Löw50a]. Particular [Löw66], Löw67k]. Particularly
Löw79, Löw80g, Löw81e, Löw81f, Löw82f, Löw82g, LCG82c, LCG83, Löw85f, Löw86h, Löw88f, LGBC89, Löw89e, Löw91o, Löw92n, Löw92o, Löw94d, Löw95h, Löw96d, Löw81a, Löw89a]. **Present** [And04, Löw57, Löw68i, Löw89d, Löw89b, Löw88j]. **Press** [Kle66b, Kö68, Kuf67b, Löw69c]. **Pressure** [LCH72]. **pressures** [Löw48e]. **Price** [Löw69c]. **Principal** [MC11b, MC12]. **Principle** [LL72, Löw39, Löw61b, Löw71b, LM72b, LM72a, Löw86d, LFM89a, Sc09a, LS51]. **Principles** [Löw83e, LZ94, ZL94]. **prizes** [Löw78c]. **Probability** [Per12, dA12]. **Problem** [Dau76, Del76, Hal76, JW89, Löw58f, Löw59b, Löw59c, Löw59a, Löw62j, Löw67b, Löw67c, LG68, Löw68e, Löw68a, Löw68b, LG69, LL70, Löw70b, Löw80i, Löw83c, Löw87c, Löw87d, Löw91k, Löw95b, Löw97a, Löw07a, Löw07c, SL59, SS04, Lev76, Löw50b, Pan84, Ste77]. **Problems** [Löw64e, Löw65b, LÖS85e, LÖS85c, LÖS86e, LÖS86c, Löw87a, Löw87b, Löw91r, Löw92q, Löw93g, Löw94f, Löw94g, Löw95j, Löw96f, Löw97c, Löw98b, Löw99b, Löw07b, Löw54d, Löw55b]. **Procedure** [Löw62c, Löw63h, LAS99, Suz85, WW76, Suz90, Suz92]. **Procedures** [Del76, Löw93a]. **Proceedings** [Ahl83, HDK72, Löw63c, Löw65f, Löw67g, Löw68g, Löw69e, Löw71f, Löw71g, Löw72d, Löw73e, Löw74e, Löw74f, Löw75e, Löw75f, Löw76, LS76, LS77, LS77, LS78, Löw79, Löw79, LS80, Löw80, LÖS81a, LÖS81b, LÖS82c, LÖS82b, LÖM83, LÖS83c, LÖS84a, LÖS84b, LÖS85e, LÖS85, LÖS85e, LÖS86, LÖS87d, Löw88h, Löw88g, LÖS89, Löw89f, Löw90k, Löw90j, Löw91q, Löw91p, Löw92p, Löw92q, LÖS93, Löw93g, Löw94e, Löw94f, Löw95i, Löw95j, Löw96e, Löw96f, Löw97b, Löw97c, LÖS98, Löw98b, LÖS99, Löw99b, LÖS00, ÖSZL87, Car88, LGC78a, LP83, PL83, ES87, Löw65g, Löw80a, Löw81a, LÖS81b, LÖS82a, LÖS82a, LCG82a, LÖS83a, LÖS84, LÖS84c, LÖS85c, LÖS85d, LÖS85e, LÖS85f, LÖS87c, LÖS87b, LÖS88d, LÖS88c, Löw89a, ML83b, Öö83, Kö79]. **Process** [Löw70d]. **Processes** [Löw73b, LSZ+99a, LSZB00]. **Product** [Löwxxa]. **Prof** [Löw63g]. **Professor** [Löw63c, Löw63d, Löw65f, Löw65g, Löw66d, LGJLCB89]. **Program** [Löw67h, Löw90e, Löw91d, Löw91e, Löw91f, Löw92b, Löw92e, Löw93c, Löw93d, Löw91g, Löw92g, Löw92h, Löw94c, Löw95e, Löw95f, Löw96c]. **Progress** [Löw62i, Löw95k]. **Project** [Löw76b, Lin10]. **Projected** [Löw66f, Löw66a, Löw66g, LCC81, Löw83b, Pau76, Löw89b, HL76, Van76]. **Projection** [BL69, CVV87, FL57, Kil69, Löw62f, Löw62g, LB76, Kö77, Mei03]. **Projections** [Ahl76, Löw68l, Löw71c, Löw70e, Löw88l]. **Projector** [TL81, TL82]. **Projectors** [Cha90]. **Projects** [Löw72e]. **Propagating** [LSZ+99b]. **Propagator** [LÖS82c, LÖw85g, MY04]. **Propagators** [Löw94h]. **Properties** [Frö76, HNLD63, JL87, LL72, Löw48a, Löw63a, Löw66j, Löw67j, Löw67k, Löw68], Löw71c, LG71, LFM89b, Löw93f, Löw96g, Löw96h, Löwxxd, Pau76, RSS08, Löw48e, Löw56b, LCS+70, Löw70e, Löw01]. **property** [De 76]. **protein** [Per12, daA12]. **Proton** [Abd76, Cho76, KJL87, Löw62e, Löw63e, Löw64j, RS76a, Kry02].

QC [Tch99]. QC/MM [Tch99]. QED [GL04]. QM [Luq04, MRH10]. Quadrature [BS06]. Quantization [Mc176]. Quantum [Ahl83, BK76, Bos83, Boy04, Boy05, BK04, BCA04, CGLÖ76b, Cal76, CL78, COM89, Car88, FL58, Gor84, KDO4a, KÖn68, Kut67b, Kut67a, Lar04, Löw47a, Löw51e, Löw55b, Löw55c, Löw55d, LFH55, LS56, Löw56b, Löw57, Löw58c, Löw59b, Löw59a, Löw60b, Löw61b, Löw62f, Löw62g, Löw62h, Löw62a, Löw62i, Löw63c, Löw63d, Löw63f, Löw63b, Löw63g, Löw64c, Löw64f, Löw64i, Löw65c, Löw65b, Löw65f, Löw65g, Löw65h, Löw65i, Löw66e, Löw66h, Löw67a, Löw67d, Löw67e, Löw67i, Löw68c, Löw68g, Löw68i, Löw68l, Löw69e, Löw70a, Löw71f, Löw71g, Löw71a, Löw72b, Löw72d, Löw72e, Löw72a, Löw73a, Löw73e, Löw74a, Löw74c, Löw74e, Löw74f, Löw75c, Löw75e, Löw75f, Löw76a, Lö76, LS76, Löw76d, Löw76b, Löw77c, LS77, Löw77a, Löw77b, Löw78a, LS78, LGC78b, Löw78e, Lö79, LS79, Löw80b, Löw80f, Löw80a].

Quantum [LS80, Lö80, Lö80j, Löw1c, Löw81b, Lö81a, LS81a, LS81b, Lö81b, Löw82a, Löw82b, Lö82c, LS82b, LS82a, Löw83a, LöM83, LZ83c, LZ83a, LSZ84a, LSZ84b, LZ84, LSZ84c, Löw85b, LÖSZ85e, Lö5, LÖSZ85c, LÖSZ85d, Löw86a, Löw86d, Löw86f, LÖSZ86e, Lö6, LÖSZ86c, LÖSZ86d, Löw86g, Löw86j, Löw87a, Löw87b, Löw87c, LÖSZ87d, LÖSZ87c, LÖSZ87b, Löw87e, LSZ88, Löw88c, Löw88h, Löw88g, LÖSZ88d, LÖSZ88c, Löw88i, LS89, Löw89a, LSZ89, Löw89f, Löw89d, Löw89g, Löw89b, LN89, LSZT90, Löw90e, Löw90h, Löw90k, Löw90l, LSZ91, Löw91d, Löw91e, Löw91f, Löw91g, Löw91q, Löw91p, Löw91r, LSZ92a, LSZ92b, Löw92e, Löw92c, Löw92g, Löw92h, Löw92f, LZ92, Löw92l, Löw92c, Löw93d, Löw93e, LSZ94, Löw94c, Löw94a, LZ94, LSZ95, Löw95e, Löw95a, Löw95c, Löw95f, Löw95d, Löw95k, LSZ96].

Quantum-Chemistry [Bos83, COM89, Gor84]. Quantum-Mechanical [Cal76, Löw51d, Löw51e, Löw58c, Löw86d, Löw51c]. Quasi [MH04].

Quasi-Particle [MH04].

R [Kle66b, Kle66a, AM12, CPR04]. R. [LP64]. Radial [MC11b, MK08, MK09, MC09, MÇ10a, MÇ10b, MC11a, MÇ12]. Radiation [Löw78c]. Radio [WJ12]. Range [HL65, KoI76, VBHG95, HL59]. Rates
L"ow89h, LN89, L"ow91r, L"ow92m, L"ow92r, LM92, L"ow93f, L"ow93h, L"ow94g, L"ow94h, L"ow95k, L"ow96g, L"ow96h, L"ow97d, L"ow98c, L"ow98d, L"owxxc, L"owxxd, L"owxxb, L"owxxa, L"ow97a, L"ow97b, L"ow97c, L"ow97d, ML93, Sut02, TL81, TL82, GLA +08, L"ow48c, L"ow48d, L"ow48e, May10, L"ow60c, L"ow62k, L"ow65h, L"ow87c]. **Something** [L"ow91s]. **Sorrento** [L"ow81a]. sostoianiakh [KKS67]. **Space** [BL69, KS76, Lat76, Uzi04]. **Spaces** [L"ow96g, L"owxxa]. Spanned [BL69]. Special [COM89, L"ow85g, L"ow92m, L"ow92d, OS02, Suz85]. **Spectra** [L"ow85d, L"ow88e, LFM89a, L"ow95k, L"ow99a, VBHG95]. **Spectral** [LBH04]. specrally [WJ12]. **Spectroscopies** [Laz04]. spectroscopy [LSZ +00]. Spheres [Tul04]. **Spherical** [Fr"o76, L"ow50a]. **Spin** [HL65, Kat04, Kil69, LS55, L"ow58f, L"ow87a, L"ow87b, L"ow87c, L"ow92m, L"ow92d, MY04, Pan76, SL59, HL59, Lev76, L"ow55b, L"ow62d, Pan82a, Pan82b, Pan83, Pan84]. spin-adapted [Pan82a, Pan82b, Pan83, Pan84]. Spin-Orbit [Kil69, L"ow64b]. Spin-Orbitals [HL65, LS55, L"ow65k, L"ow67h, L"ow68g, L"ow69e, L"ow71f, L"ow71g, L"ow72d, L"ow73e, L"ow74e, L"ow75e, L"O76, L"O77, L"O78, L"O79, L"O80, L"O81a, L"O81b, L"O83, L"O84a, L"O84b, L"O85e, L"O85c, L"O85d, L"O85e, L"O86c, L"O86e, L"O86f, L"O86g, L"O86h, L"O86i, L"O86j, L"O86k, L"O86l, L"O86m, L"O86n, L"O86o, L"O86p, L"O86q, L"O86r, L"O86s, L"O86t, L"O86u, L"O86v, L"O86w, L"O86x, L"O86y, L"O86z, L"O87a, L"O87b, L"O87c, L"O87d, L"O87e, L"O87f, L"O87g, L"O87h, L"O87i, L"O87j, L"O87k, L"O87l, L"O87m, L"O87n, L"O87o, L"O87p, L"O87q, L"O87r, L"O87s, L"O87t, L"O87u, L"O87v, L"O87w, L"O87x, L"O87y, L"O87z, L"O88a, L"O88b, L"O88c, L"O88d, L"O88e, L"O88f, L"O88g, L"O88h, L"O88i, L"O88j, L"O88k, L"O88l, L"O88m, L"O88n, L"O88o, L"O88p, L"O88q, L"O88r, L"O88s, L"O88t, L"O88u, L"O88v, L"O88w, L"O88x, L"O88y, L"O88z, L"O89a, L"O89b, L"O89c, L"O89d, L"O89e, L"O89f, L"O89g, L"O89h, L"O89i, L"O89j, L"O89k, L"O89l, L"O89m, L"O89n, L"O89o, L"O89p, L"O89q, L"O89r, L"O89s, L"O89t, L"O89u, L"O89v, L"O89w, L"O89x, L"O89y, L"O89z, L"O90a, L"O90b, L"O90c, L"O90d, L"O90e, L"O90f, L"O90g, L"O90h, L"O90i, L"O90j, L"O90k, L"O90l, L"O90m, L"O90n, L"O90o, L"O90p, L"O90q, L"O90r, L"O90s, L"O90t, L"O90u, L"O90v, L"O90w, L"O90x, L"O90y, L"O90z, L"O91a, L"O91b, L"O91c, L"O91d, L"O91e, L"O91f, L"O91g, L"O91h, L"O91i, L"O91j, Mak81, MV81, PdHL62a, TTK04, CGL"O76b, CD04, KKS67, L"O86e, L"O86f, LSZ +97a, LSZ +97b, LSZ +97c, LSZ +97d, LSZ +97e, LSZ +97f, LSZ +97g, LSZ +97h, LSZ +97i, LSZ +97j, LSZ +97k, LSZ +97l, LSZ +97m, LSZ +97n, LSZ +97o, LSZ +97p, LSZ +97q, LSZ +97r, LSZ +97s, LSZ +97t, LSZ +97u, LSZ +97v, LSZ +97w, LSZ +97x, LSZ +97y, LSZ +97z, LSZB00, WW76]. **Structures** [Baj75]. **strukturna** [KKS67]. **Studies** [KJL87, L"ow53c, L"ow54d, LA56, L"ow60c, L"ow62j, L"ow62k, L"ow63h, L"ow64k, L"ow64l, L"ow64m, L"ow64n, L"ow64o, L"ow64p, L"ow65k, L"ow65j, L"ow65j, L"ow65i, L"ow65j, L"ow65l, L"ow65m, L"ow66b, L"ow66k, LG71, LM92, PdHL62a, PdHL62b, RS76b, WS81, WS82, SS04]. Study [Baj75, BS71b, JL87, L"ow64b, LCH72, Uzi04, BS71a, LCK76, LS51, L"ow55c]. **Sub** [L"ow62e]. **Sub-Molecular** [L"ow62e]. **Substituent** [CPR04]. **Substituted** [JSBL04]. subtraction [Pan82a]. successively [SUZ90]. Sum [Ah76]. **Sum-Rule** [Ahl76]. **Summaries** [L"ow76a]. **Summary** [L"ow65d]. **Super** [L"ow67d, L"ow67c]. Supercomputers [L"ow87e]. Superconductivity
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